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THE "SUNSHINE" VITAMINTHE "SUNSHINE" VITAMIN
GOOD OL' VITAMIN D

Salmon

Sardines 

Egg yolks

Shrimp

Orange juice (fortified)

Cereal (fortified) 

Yogurt (fortified)

Mushrooms

With the Spring season just around the corner, it is the perfect time

to create an exercise routine that involves getting outdoors and

taking in the sunshine. Did you know that when sunshine makes

contact with our skin, our bodies create vitamin d? We all know just

how important vitamin d is for the human body. It helps us to fight

diseases, reduces depression, and aids in weight loss, among many

other benefits! 

Beware of vitamin d deficiency. Staying indoors for long periods of

time, using sunscreen, having darker skin, being in a highly polluted

area, and living in a bigger city where buildings block the sunlight

can make it easier to suffer from this deficiency.  Request for your

vitamin levels to be checked at your routine check-ups. 

If you just can't seem to get out of the house enough, you can get

vitamin d through food sources as well. Here is a list of just some of

the foods that contain sources of vitamin d:

You can also ask your doctor for a great vitamin d supplement.



'TIS TOO SWEET'TIS TOO SWEET

BY MAYA THOMPSON

There is almost nothing tastier than a sweet dessert.

Usually after eating something savory, we tend to want

a sweet treat. Indulging every once in a while may not

cause much harm and can even feel therapeutic.

However, making it a habitual occurrence to eat sugary

foods and too many carbs can be detrimental to our

health. According to the CDC, over 34 million people in

the US have diabetes and 1 out of 5 people have no idea

they have it! Some don't have diabetes yet, but are

working hard and fast towards a life where they'll have

to constantly check their blood glucose levels and make

daily journal entries of their diet choices. I'm talking

about the 88+ million US Adults who have prediabetes

(the step before developing type-2 diabetes) and at

least 84% of them have no clue they have it.

Since diabetes is the 7th leading cause of death in the

US, it's time we take our health choices seriously, if we

haven't already started.  If the possibility of having

diabetes doesn't invigorate you to live a healthier

lifestyle, let's talk about costs associated with the

disease. The medical costs, lost work and wages

associated with those diagnosed with diabetes reach

$327 billion every year!

We can prevent prediabetes, type-2 diabetes, and

lower the impacts of type-1 diabetes by creating a

nutrition plan that involves healthier eating, creating a

fitness plan that includes purposeful, daily movement,

and tracking our progress to see what works and what

does not! For more information on how to prevent or

mitigate the damage of diabetes, please visit

https://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/basics/quick-facts.html

WATER, WATERWATER, WATER
EVERYWHERE!EVERYWHERE!

BY EMBER BROOKS

I always say that the lifeblood of a healthy and fit

body is WATER. after all, the adult human body is

made up of 60 percent water. Water is the main

source of survival for the human body, and is

found not just in liquids, but in the foods we eat

as well. 

The most popular way for us to consume water

has been by the bottle. All water is not created

equal; as it has evolved over the past 150+ years,

we have seen several varieties of water surface on

grocery shelves and in fridges alike. Spring water,

tap water, alkaline water, purified water, artesian

spring water, sparkling water and electrolyte-

fortified water are just a few of the many different

varieties to choose from. Who knew that water

was so versatile?

No matter which water you choose, make sure

that you are drinking at least eight 8 oz. glasses

daily!
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Ingredients
1/2 Avocado
1/2 cup Blueberries, fresh
1/2 cup Chickpeas
1/2 cup Raspberries, fresh
2 cups Spinach
2 cups romaine spring mix

Condiments
1 Blueberry pecan balsamic vinaigrette

Optional Protein
Grilled Chicken
Grilled Salmon
Deli Turkey
Baked Tempeh

Nuts & Seeds
1/4 cup Pecans, halves

Dairy
2oz Goat Cheese

Vegan? 
Look up how to make 1-hr vegan goat cheese

March 6 - Virtual Fitness Class (11am) - Ember
March 13 - Virtual Fitness Class (9:30 am) - JT
March 20 - Spring Into Action Class (11am) - ONE Fit Team (STAY TUNED!)
March 27 - Virtual Fitness Class (11am) - Rob

SPRING MIX SALAD WITH BERRIES &
PECANS
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Do you have a healthy recipe to share?
Submit your recipe to the ONE Fit team at:

onefit@onechurchatl.org
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